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Analytical Models in Rail Transportation:
An Annotated Bibliography
Introduction
Railroads in the United States have been facing fierce competition in
the area of freight transportation during the past two decades. Their
steadily falling market share in transport and major reorganizations provide
a renewed stimulus to effect rationalized planning systems as well as more
efficient rail operations. The use of analytical planning methods in
conjunction with powerful information systems holds substantial promise
in this direction.
This bibliography aims to collect the literature on analytical modelling
of rail systems. Its scope covers the applications of Operations Research
methods to rail. This has been a somewhat neglected area of research due to
both the intimidating complexity of rail operations and the difficulty of
establishing an interface between rail management and modellers with little
specific knowledge of rail operations. The literature on rail modelling is
rather scattered and mostly internal in nature. As a result few practi-
tioners of Operations Research are sufficiently acquainted with issues of
concern to rail operating management. This report attempts to provide an
overview of the work already performed in this area.
Our direction in compiling this bibliography has been to cite most of
the accessible references on analytical modelling. We have not chosen to be
enclyclopedic and have not cited internal documents (the reader can consult
the AAR Applications Digest [AA1] in this latter regard). We acknowledge our
bias in favor of optimization models as opposed to simulation studies. However,
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due to the large role of simulation in rail modelling, we have included a number
of references on simulation aiming to be representative rather than comprehensive.
In all cases we have opted for references which reveal the logical or mathema-
tical structure of a given problem in contrast to purely descriptive accounts.
We have rarely cited papers dating before 1960. Finally our primary interest
was freight and not passenger transport.
The classical reference on rail freight transportation is Beckmann
et al. [BE1] whose description of rail operations from the optimization
point of view has motivated our compilation effort. A few other references
providing what we deem useful institutional knowledge to a modeller are also
cited. We have included a number of survey articles on the applicability
of mathematical methods to railways.
As a guide to this bibliography, we provide the following directory of
references organized according to subject. The purpose of this directory
is to highlight general areas of concentration in the bibliography.
Obviously the categories are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive.
The modelling of rail operations - routing, scheduling, hauling, classification
yard activities, grouping, blocking, and makeup as well as their interactions -
form our main focus. We have not included references on the interfaces of
rail systems with other transportation modes. Similarly the economics of
rail transportation and the general area of econometric modelling and fore-
casting lie beyond the scope of this report, as are the areas of car utili-
zation and rail/truck competition and modal choice. For these omissions we
refer the reader to the papers [RA2], [CT1], [KU1].
Notwithstanding, we hope that in the absence of any other compilation
of a similar scope, our bibliography will be of use to both the rail planner
and operations research communities.
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Subject Directory to References
I. General and Institutional Background
a) Descriptions of the rail system and its major issues:
[BE1], IRA1], [RA2], [SE1], [TR1], [TS1].
b) Costing in Railways:
[KN1], [PO1], [ST1].
c) Reports of modelling systems in particular railroads:
[AA1], [GO1], [GR1],[K04], [RE2], [SA4], [TR3],[UR1],
[WI5], [YA1].
II. Resource Acquisition and Facilities Installment
[GU1], [KO1], [LE1], [MA1], [MA5], [PI1],[SO1].
III.Network and Yard Models
a) Network Models based on Optimization:
[FU1], [PE7-10], [SC1], [TH1], [TH2].
b) Simulation Network Models:
[AL2-5], [BE2], [GUi], [KO3],[RS1], [SR1],
[TS1], [WI4].
c) Simulation models for yards:
[CR2], [EB1], [NA1], [RS1], [SH1-2], [SO1].
d) Queueing models for yards:
[BR1-2], [CR2], [FO4], [HE3-4], [KL1-2], [MI1],
[PE1-2], [PE5].
IV. Car and Engine Movement
a) Engine Scheduling - Allocation of motive power:
[BA1], [FLi], [GL1], [H02], [MC11, [SU1], [TO1].
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b) Empty wagon distribution:
[G02-3], [HE5-6], [LE2], [MI2], [TR4],[WH1], [WY1].
c) Freight car movement:
[GO2], [K02], [MA3].
V. Planning Train Schedules and Timetables
a) Passenger train scheduling - Suburban transit:
[CA1], [EIl], [IR1], [MO1], [NE1], [SAl], [SA2-3],
[VU1], [YO1].
b) Freight train scheduling (longhaul and by-pass trains):
[AC1], [CH1], [SU3], [TR2], [WIl].
c) Train formation and makeup:
[BO2], [DU1], [K04], [MA3].
d) Timetables on single track lines:
[AM1], [CE1], [FR1], [MO1], [SZ1], [YO1].
VI. Other Topics
a) Reliability studies:
[BE3], [CT1], [FO1], [KE1], [LA1-2], [MA4], [RE1],
[SU1], [SU2].
b) Freight car stocking and allocation:
[AD1], [AVl], [AL6], [JO1].
c) Analysis of track capacity:
[HE1], [MI1], [PE3],[PE9 , Chapters 2-4|.
d) Simulation of over-the-line movement:
[DR1], [W, I3], [WI5].
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[AA1] (ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS); Committee on Analytical
Techniques: Applications Digest, Data Systems Division,
prepared by the Subcommittee for Information Exchange
(June 1969 revised Jan 1974).
contains one-page abstracts of the analytical models used
by American and Canadian railroads and their addresses
for contact purposes. Is revised periodically by AAR.
[AC] ACHERMANN, J.: 'Model and Calculation Program Relating to the
Optimum Formation of Trunk Haul Freight Trains.'
Bulletin of the International Railway Congress
Association, Cybernetics and Electronics on the Railways,
6, 5, 181-226 (May 1969)
formulates a model to determine the number and composition
of long haul trains on a rail network. The first phase
schedules trains wherever there is enough traffic to warrant
this and a second phase allocates trains for the remaining
traffic. The resulting 0-1 integer program is solved by
Branch-and-Bound and applied to an example involving the
entire Swiss Rail network.
[AD1] ADL (Arthur D. Little); 'Economic Impact of Freight Car
Shortages.' Arthur D. Little, Cambridge, Mass. Final
Report prepared for Department of Transportation (May 1971)
estimates the economic impact of freight car shortages on
the lumber, plywood, and grain industries in 1968.
Develops a costing methodology for freight shortages and
delays.
[AL11] ALEXANDER, N.J.B.; 'Hump Marshalling Yard Design.' Bulletin
of the International Railway Congress Association, Cybernetics
and Electronics on the Railways, 3, 6, 297-305 (June 1966)
considers the problem of yard design in the light of the
effects of overall traffic pattern. Transit time statistics
of various shipping (routing) options, ranging from direct
to point-to-point forwarding, are compared for best results.
[AL2] ALLMAN, W.P.; 'A Computer Simulation Model of Railroad Freight
Transportation System.' pp. 339-351 of [HE7]
describes an n-day simulation of a network with N yards.
The network topology, train schedules, freight demand and
yard policies are inputs as well as cost information
(hauling, switching, etc.). The model outputs progress
notices for the traffic plus cost and utilization statistics.
Applies the model to a network with 20 yards and 85
regularly scheduled trains over a 10-day period.
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[AL3] ALLMAN, W.P.; 'A Network Simulation Approach to the Railroad
Freight Train Scheduling and Car Sorting Problem.'
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University
(1966)
contains the work on which [AL2] is based.
[AL4] ALLMAN, W.P.; 'A Computer Simulation Model of Railroad
Freight Transportation Systems.' Bulletin of International
Railway Congress Association, Cybernetics and Electronics
on the Railways, 4, 2, 45-57 (Feb. 1967)
see [AL2] .
[AL5] ALLMAN, W.P.; 'A Network Model of Freight Systems Operations.'
pp. 129-140 of [RS1]
provides a clear nontechnical discussion of the basic
components of the network simulation model detailed in
[AL2].
[AL6] ALLMAN, W.P.; 'An Optimization Approach to Freight Car
Allocation under Time-Mileage Per Diem Rental Rates.'
Management Science, 18, 10, 567-574 (June 1974)
uses linear programming to choose the optimal mix of cars
for shipment so as to maximize the rental fees receivable-
payable. The result is an assignment model for the
allocation of cars to orders. Discusses an aggregation
technique aggregating cars into order types to decrease
the model size.
[AM1] AMIT, I. and D. Goldfarb; 'The Time-Table Problem for Railways.'
pp. 379-387 in Developments in Operations Research, vol. 2,
Gordon and Breach, New York (1971) (edited by B. Avi-Itzhak)
formulates a model for a single track line of n sections
(n+l stations) and a given number of trains. Determining
a timetable involves setting arrival/departure times of
trains (moving in both directions) at stations. The
objective is to minimize the weighted sum of passage times
subject to track availability and delay (max. waiting time)
constraints. Proposes a heuristic to solve the resulting
large nonlinear program.
[AV1] AVI-ITZHAK, B., B.A. Benn, and B.A. Powell; 'Car Pool Systems
in Railroad Transportation: Mathematical Models.'
Management Science, 13, 9, 694-711 (May 1967)
finds the number of cars required in a car-pool on the
basis of the distribution of the number of busy units for
two basic models: 1) large number of consignees place
small orders randomly, and 2) shipper has only one consignee
with bulk orders. Above two models are then combined
to account for the case of a few consignees with bulk
orders and a remaining class of consignees with small orders.
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[BA1] BARTLETT, T.E.; 'An Algorithm for the Minimum Number of
Transport Units to Maintain a Fixed Schedule.' Naval
Research Logistics Quarterly, 4, 2, 139-149 (June 1957)
provides a method for the allocation of transport units
(engines) to departing trains so that the minimum fleet
size is obtained. The method essentially involves a
pairing of arrivals and departures of engines at given
yards.
[BE11 BECKMANN, M., C.B. McGuire, and C.B. Winston; Studies in the
Economics of Transportation. Yale University Press, New
Haven (1956)
provides what has become a classical account of rail
operations and freight transportation organized as follows:
Time element in transportation -- Freight Operations and
classification policy -- Classification yards and the
division of sorting work among them -- Scheduling trains to
minimize accumulation delay - Short-haul routing of empty
boxcars. The division of sorting work and minimization
of accumulation delay are posed as optimization problems
and solutions are provided.
[BE2] BELLMAN, J.A.; 'Railroad Network Model.' pp. 148-154 of [PR2].
describes the Frisco network simulation model developed
for San Francisco Railway. Traffic data, train schedules,
yard grouping policies and train take-lists, as well as
cost information, are inputs to the model. The model
simulates the movements of 51 trains on a 25 node network.
[BE3] BELOVARAC, K., and J.T. Kneafsey; 'Determinants of Line Haul
Reliability.' Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics,
Vol. 3. Department of Civil Engineering, MIT Report No.
R72-38 (June 1972)
studies the reliability of line haul movements, i.e.,
excluding delays at intermediate yard stops. Four classes
of delays are specified. Analysis of data suggests that
running and departure time variances as well as intermediate
yard stop variance have greater effects on reliability
than operating and mechanical failure delays. On this basis
recommendations for reducing unreliability are made.
[BO1l BOLDYREFF, A.W.; 'Determination of the Maximal Steady State
Flow of Traffic Through a Railroad Network.' Operations
Research, 3, 4, 443-465 (Nov. 1955)
suggests a method for sending the maximal flow of trains
through a capacitated network of railway links. The method
involves a "flooding technique" which was a precursor of
the Max-Flow algorithm.
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[B02] BOURGEOIS, M. and M. Valette; 'Formation des Trains de Dtail
par la M6thode de la Formation Simultan6e.' Revue Frangaise
de Recherche Operationnelle, 4, 18, 56-92 (March 1961)
provides a theoretical description of a practical method
for train formation used in French railways since 1932.
The problem involves finding a procedure for moving cuts
from classification onto assembly tracks.
[BR11 BRANDALIK, F. and P. Kluvanek; 'The Queues at Reception Sidings
of a Marshalling Yard.' Bulletin of the International
Railway Congress Association, Cybernetics and Electronics
on the Railways, 3, 12, 540-551 (Dec. 1966)
applies a queueing model to the reception sidings of a yard.
Trains arrive according to a Poisson distribution and the
service time is assumed constant. The occupancy
distribution of the sidings is computed and used as a basis
for determining the required number.
[BR2] BRANDALIK, F. and P. Kluvanek; 'Capacity Problems at the Sorting
Sidings of a Marshalling Yard.' Rail International, 7, 5,
264-283 (May 1976)
is a follow-up to [KL2] computing the capacity of a siding
when the cars undergo an additional fixed delay in
addition to the fixed collection cycle time. The capacity
of a set of such sidings is discussed as well as optimal
departure times for the trains (whose frequencies are
determined by the collection cycle).
[CAl] CARSTENS, J.P., R.C. Baxter, and J. Reitman; 'Economic Models
for Rail Systems.' IEEE Transactions on Systems Science and
Cybernetics, SSC-2, 2, 128-134 (Dec. 1966)
describes a computer simulation model of a rail transportation
system capable of dealing with train schedules, vehicle size,
speed and turnaround time and right-of-way or headway
restrictions. The model provides statistics on car
utilization, load factors, train sizes, and passenger waiting
times.
[CE1] 6ERNY, J. and R. Vasi6ek; 'The GOP-1 Method and its Use in
the Time-Table Preparation.' Rail International, 8, 2, 97-
103 (Feb. 1977)
describes a probabilistic method of allocating time reserve
(leeway) for a train passing through a series of stations
with random interstation running times. Contrasts this
method to the current practice of adding reserves times
proportional to the running times for a Czechoslovak express
train.
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[CH1] CHARNES, A. and M. H. Miller; 'A Model for the Optimal
Programming of Railway Freight Train Movements.' Management
Science, 3, 1, 74-92 (Oct. 1956)
adopts a crew formulation (rather than a car formulation)
for the movement of traffic in a terminal switching
railroad. An integer linear program determines the minimum
cost allocation of crew to a given set of feasible routes.
The output is the number of crew-engine packages assigned to
each leg of the routes.
[CH2] CHARNES, A., M.W. Raike, and M.J.L. Kirby; 'Synthesis and
Analysis of Some Transport Price Policies with a Chance-
constrained Demand Capture Model,' pp. 134-142 of [PR2].
studies the problem of setting prices and providing service
on an itinerary of a transport network. Assumes two firms
are in competition for clients and the demand varies
according to a known distribution whose parameters depend
on price. Considers choices for the objective function
(maximize expected profit, the probability of profit being
greater than a given value, and the difference in the two
firms' revenues) in a chance-constrained formulation of the
problem.
[COl] COOK, E.; 'Operations Research as a Basis for Improved Design,
Operation, and Monitoring of Freight Railway Systems.'
pp. 288-293 of [PR1].
analyzes yard operations to derive performance curves of
man-days of labor required per day as a function of the
traffic level at the yard for different crew-engine resource
levels. The minimum cost crew-engine allocation can then
be found for different traffic levels. Was an actual study
carried out for the Western Maryland Railway Company.
[CR1] CRANE, R.R.; 'Some Recent Developments in Transportation
Research.' Naval Research Logistics Quarterly, 4, 3, 173-
179 (Sep. 1957)
contains an account of the early work done in analytical
modelling of rail systems.
[CR2] CRANE, R.R., F.B. Brown, and R.O. Blanchard; 'An Analysis of
a Railroad Classification Yard.' Operations Research, 3,
3, 262-271 (Aug. 1955)
uses a Monte Carlo simulation of a classification yard
modelled as two queueing systems in series corresponding
to inspection and classification activities. Also
investigates the effect of feedback mechanisms (such as the
addition of inspection crew once the queue size becomes
large) in the delay distribution.
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[CT1] CTS-MIT; 'Railroad Reliability and Freight Car Utilization:
An Introduction.' The Industry Task Force on Reliability
Studies and the Center for Transportation Studies, MIT.
Report No. CTS 75-8 (July 1975)
describes a research program on car utilization presented
to AAR. The previous research on reliability performed at
MIT is brought to bear on the utilization issue. Proposes
a methodology for making experiments and provides the
example [SU11]. The appendix contains a discussion of rail
freight service models.
[DR1] DRUCKER, R.W., B.L. Jewell, and R.P. Borden, 'A Mini-Network
Computer Simulation Model for Railroad Planning.' Rail
International, 4, 11/12, 1193-1198 (Nov.-Dec. 1973)
outlines a computer simulation model to duplicate over-the-
road operations on single and multiple tracks. The model
is applied to evaluate the effects of changing the maximum
continuous duty time from 14 to 12 hours for the Chessie
system.
[DUl] DUVALYAN, S.V.; 'Working Out Optimal Freight Train Make-up Plan
on Electronic Computer and Distribution of Classification
Work on Large Railway Networks.' Rail International, 4,
10, 1069-1071 (Oct. 1973)
considers the problem of choosing train make-up plans and
scheduling yard-pass trains to optimize with respect to two
conflicting criteria of reducing classification work and
accumulation delay. Outlines a heuristic solution method
based on 'largest savings.'
[EBl] EBERHARDT, J.S.; 'The Effects of Shorter, more Frequent Trains
on Railroad Classification Yards: A Computer Simulation.'
Bulletin of the International Railway Congress Association,
Cybernetics and Electronics on the Railways, 3, 9-10, 411-
439 (Sep-Oct. 1966)
investigates the effect of shorter trains on yards. For
a specific yard with fixed total traffic, the train lengths
(and frequencies) are varied to explore the cahnges in delay
time using a yard simulation model in GPSS II. Drawn from
the author's M.S. Thesis at Northwestern University.
[ELl] EISELE, D.O.; 'Application of Zone Theory to a Suburban Rail
Transit Network.' Traffic Quarterly, 22, 1, 49-67
(Jan., 1968)
describes the concepts of zone-stop and skip-stop schedules
used in [SA2] and [M01].
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EFL1] FLORIAN, M.A., G. Bushell, G. Guerin, and L. Natansky; 'The
Engine Scheduling Problem in a Railway Network,' INFOR. 14,
2, 121-138 (June 1976)
finds the optimal distribution and mix of engine types
to provide mative power for a given schedule of trains at
minimum capital and operating costs. Applies Benders
Decomposition to the flow problem on a space-time network
representing 216 train movements with good convergence
results. Also experimented with a larger network of 430
train movements.
[FO1] FOLK, .F.;'Models for Investigating Rail Trip Time Reliability.'
Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics, vol. 5.
Department of Civil Engineering, MIT, Report No. R72-40
(June 1972)
investigates the effect of various operating policies on
reliability by using two basic simulation models: a network
model simulating day-to-day car movement through a portion
of the rail network; and a model simulating the journey of
a single car through a series of yards. The policies
studied are: a) holding outbound trains for more traffic,
b) cancelling outbound trains, c) altering connection times,
d) running shorter, more frequent, trains.
[FO2] FOLK, J.F.; 'Some Analyses of Railroad Data.' Studies in Railroad
Operations and Economics, vol. 6. Department of Civil
Engineering, MIT Report No. R72-41 (June 1972)
presents and analyzes data on train performance and yard
operations. The former includes train arrivals at yards,
correlation of arrival time with train length and weight,
arrivals by day of week, train line-haul times, and train
departures from yard. Yard data includes time spent in the
receiving yard, total yard times, and results on missed
connections at yards.
[F03] FOLK, J.F.; 'A Brief Review of Various Network Models.' Studies
in Railroad Operations and Economics, vol. 7. Department of
Civil Engineering, MIT, Report No. R72-42 (June 1972)
provides a survey of analytical network models in two groups:
i) simulation models (Allman [AL2], Frisco [BEl], Canadian
National, AAR [AA1] etc.) and ii) optimization models
(Thomet [TH1], Queen's University Group [FU1], [PE10]).
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[F04] FOTEA, S.; 'Determination of the Number of Reception Sidings,
having Regard to the Probability of Delays to Trains.'
Rail International, 7, 7, 402-410 (July 1976)
applies a simple queueing model with Poisson arrival of
trains to calculate load coefficients on the set of
reception sidings. Analytically derived formulae for such
load factors are then used to determine the number of sidings
necessary.
[FR1] FRANK, 0.; 'Two-Way Traffic on a Single Line of Railway.'
Operations Research, 14, 5, 801-811 (Sep-Oct. 1966)
studies two-way traffic on a single line for periodic
transport systems. The traffic capacity, cycle time of the
trains, and number of trains needed for traffic transport
are discussed.
[FU1] FULLERTON, H.V.; 'A Railcar Network Model of the Canadian
Pacific Railway System.' Canadian Institute of Guided Ground
Queen's University at Kingston, Ontario (Jan. 1972)
describes the Railcar Network Model which determines car
movements (routing) to minimize total delay over a rail
network. Over-the-road delays and yard delays are expressed
as convex functions of link (or yard) flow. A traffic
assignment algorithm then finds the optimal flow pattern.
See also [PE7, 8, and 9].
[GL1] GLEAVES, V.B., T.E. Bartlett, and A. Charnes; 'Cyclic Scheduling
and Combinatorial Topology.' Naval Research Logistics
Quarterly, 4, 3, 203-220 (Sep. 1957)
contains two parts. In the first Gleaves describes the
nature of the assignment and routing problem for motive
power units with the complications due to consist and
inspection specifications. In the second part Bartlett and
Charnes extend the approach in [BA1] to deal with this
more complicated setting. The motive units are modelled
as flows on what amounts to a space-time graph.
[GO1] GOCHET, M.; 'Cybernetic Management of Goods Traffic by Rail.'
pp. 130-134 of [PR3].
presents the research program of UIC (International Railways
Union) and its consultant Metra International. Provides a
list of problems and areas of application for analytical
and simulation models.
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[G02] GORENSTEIN, S., S. Poley, and W,W. White; 'On the Scheduling
of Railroad Freight Operations.' IBM Philadelphia
Scientific Center, Technical Report No. 320-2999 (Jan. 1971)
focuses on car movement scheduling for a rail system with
preset blocking and classification strategies and train
schedules. Provides a space-time network representation
as in [WH1] and discusses the extension to the multifleet
case which involves a multicommodity flow problem.
[GO3] GOTTFRIED, G.; 'The Distribution of Empty Transport Units in
the Railway Network.' Bulletin of the International Railway
Congress Association, Cybernetics and Electronics on the
Railways, 5, 11, 395-412 (Nov. 1968)
discusses two methods of empty wagon distribution: intermittent
distribution where demands are accumulated over some time
period and continuous allocation where wagons are assigned
at the moment the demand is reported. For the first a
"compensation method' based on supplying wagons from
neighboring points is used as a heuristic. In the second
case the assignment takes probability considerations into
account.
[GR1] GRATWICK, J. and C. Hudson; 'A Family of Models for Operational
Planning and Control.' Rail International, 4, 11/12, 1181-
1186 (Nov.-Dec. 1973)
discusses the series of models used sequentially by Canadian
National Railways (CN) to perform forecasting, car fleet
planning, traffic management (by a network simulation model),
and motive power planning (using a linear programming model).
[GUl] GULBRANDSEN, O.; 'Optimal Planning of Marshalling Yards by
Operational Research.' pp. 226-233 of [PR]
uses a simulation model to plan the profile, the technical
equipment of reception and sorting yards, and the number of
tracks in the reception yard of a marshalling yard. For
each choice of the above three factors the simulation model
calculates the total costs (fixed, service, and waiting time
costs). The combination with least total costs is chosen.
[HE1] HEIN, O.; 'The Optimum Sequence of Trains over a Bottleneck
Region.' Bulletin of the International Railway Congress
Association, Cybernetics and Electronics on the Railways, 5,
12, 485-495 (Dec. 1968)
solves the problem of sequencing various categories of trains
over a critical line section so as to minimize average total
occupation time. The solution technique is a variant of
the assignment method.
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[HE2] HEIN, Q.; 'An Approximation Method for Determining Vehicle
Circulation Schedules.' Bulletin of the International
Railway Congress Association, Cybernetics and Electronics
on the Railways, 6, 11, 429-442 (Nov. 1969).
suggests a method for organizing schedules to minimize
round-trip time. Suggests the Vogel Approximation Method
for manual use and the Out-of-Kilter algorithm for exact
solution.
[HE3] HEIN, O.; 'A Two-Stage Queue Model for a Marshalling Yard.'
Rail International, 3, 4, 249-259 (Apr. 1972)
uses a two-stage model to derive the mean waiting time
on the approach to the yard where cars are placed on arrival
sidings and processed through the hump as soon as it
becomes available. The derivation is based on an
approximation method.
[HE4] HEIN, O.; 'The Optimum Number of Sidings in a Marshalling
Yard.' Rail International, 5, 6, 414-422 June 1972)
finds the optimum number of arrival sidings to minimize
total delay considered to be the sum of two delays terms:
waiting time on the approach to the sidings (which decreases
as m increases) and waiting time on the sidings on the
approach to the hump (which increases with m). The
analytic expressions for these delays are taken from
[HE3].
[HE5] HERREN, H.; 'The Distribution of Empty Wagons by Means of
Computer. An Analytical Model of the Swiss Federal
Railways.' Rail International, 4, 10, 1005-1010 (Oct.
1973)
see below.
[HE6] HERREN, H.; 'Computer Controlled Empty Wagon Distribution on
the SBB.' Rail International, 8, 1, 25-32 (Jan. 1977)
The above two papers describe the distribution model used
by Swiss Federal Railways since March 1976. The basic
solution technique is the Out-of-Kilter algorithm. However,
a number of complications such as an unmanageable network
size, car substitutability, priorities, and insufficient
supply are dealt with.
[HE7] HERTZ, D.B. and J. Melese (editors); Proceedings of the 4th
International Conference on Operational Research, Wiley-
Interscience, New York (1966).
contains the papers [AL2], [URI], and [WI21.
[HOl] HOLECEK, J.B.; 'A Mathematical Programming Model for Determining
Railroad Network Classification Policy.' unpublished M.S.
thesis, Northwestern University (Aug. 1971).
[H02] HOLT, J; 'Locomotive Scheduling by Computer <<Bashpeak>>.'
Rail International, 4, 10, 1053-1058 (Oct. 1973).
provides a general account of the Bashpeak suite of programs
used by British Rail to determine locomotive schedules.
Mathematical programming is used in conjunction with manual
post-processing to obtain operational schedules to which
the crew schedule is subsequently added.
[IR1] IRI, M. et al. 'A Network Model for Commuter Transport.'
Journal of Operations Research Society of Japan, 10, 3-4,
108-124 (June 1968)
predic's the passenger load pattern on the Tokyo commuter
rail system. Assumes passengers' travel pattern follows a
minimum cost network flow. Also evaluates the effect of
adding new services on the flow pattern.
[JO1] JOHNSON, J.W. and E.M. Kovitch; 'Freight Car Distribution:
the Nature of the Problem.' CORS Journal, 1, 1, 27-38
(Dry. 1963)
describes the freight car distribution problem with special
attention to fluctuations of buffer inventories and its
causes, suggests an improved pattern of information flow
and procedures for inventory control taking distribution
into account-
[KE1] KERR, P.A. , C.D.Martland, J.M. Sussman and C.E. Philip;
'Models for Investigating Train Connection Reliability
at Rail Classification Yards.' Studies in Railroad
Operations and Economics, Vol. 14. Department of Civil
Engineering, M.I.T. Report No. R76-44 (Nov., 1976).
presents models for predicting train connection performance
at yards. The probability of making a connection is
influenced by available connection time,dispatching policy,
traffic volumes, reliability, etc. Models of this probability
were calibrated for four Southern Railway hump yards.
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[KL1] KLUVANEK, P. and F, Brandalik; 'The Queues at the Locomotive
Change Sidings of a Marshalling Yard,' Bulletin of the
International Railway Congress Association, Cybernetics
and Electronics on the Railways, 3, 12, 552-565 (Dec. 1966).
uses a queueing theory approach to derive occupation
statistics for the locomotive change sidings assuming Poisson
train arrivals and exponential service times at the sidings.
[KL2] KLUVANEK, P. and F. Brandalik; 'An Analysis of the Wagon
Collection Process in a Marshalling Yard.' Rail
International, 5, 10, 652-673 (Oct. 1974)
considers the process of wagon collection for outgoing trains
under stochastic arrival of cars. Derives analytic
expression for waiting times, train loads and frequencies,
etc. under two different collection policies: 1) fixed
collection periods, variable trainloads with specified
maximum load; 2) variable collection periods with fixed
trainload.
[KN1] KNEAFSEY, JAMES T.; 'Costing in Railroad Operations: A Proposed
Methodology.' Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics,
vol. 13. Department of Civil Engineering, MIT, Report No.
R75-15 (March 1975)
contains an econometric study of the production function
in rail operations used to derive a long-run cost function
on the interfirm level. Also discusses cost functions
on the intrafirm level for yards and marginal costs for car
movements. Provides a list of performance measures that
can be used in freight studies.
[KO1] KONDRATCHENKO, A.P. and I.V. Turbin; 'The Economic Justification
for the Improvement of the Capacity of Single-track Lines.'
Rail International, 8, 5, 259-277 (May 1977).
describes a graphical procedure for the selection of steps
taken to improve the capacity of a single line railway given
predictions of future demand. Uses the concept of
transitions between states in the upgrading process.
[KO2] KONYA, H.; 'An Algorithm for Freight Car Dispatchings.' Bulletin
of the International Railway Congress Association, Cybernetics
and Electronics on the Railways, 4, 8-9, 381-384 (Aug.-Sep.
1967)
formulates the problem of distributing loaded and empty
cars over an n-day planning horizon among N sectors (zones)
as a linear program. The objective is to minimize empty
car-mileage and total shortage costs. A decomposition
approach by time period (daily) is also discussed.
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[K1031 KOOMANOFF, F.A. and J.A. Bontadelli; 'Computer Simulation of
Railroad Freight Transportation Operations.' Journal of
Industrial Engineering, 18, 1, 3-8 (Jan. 1967)
describes the work of Battelle Memorial Institute in
developing simulation models for classification yards, mainline
movement, servicing diesel units, distribution and assignment
of motive power.
[K04] KOUTOUKOVA, G.A. and L.K. Markov; 'Calculation of Train
Formation Diagrams by Electronic Computers.' pp. 96-103 of
[PR1].
considers the question of train formation (makeup) as a
tradeoff between shunting time at classification yards for trains
of inhomogeneous makeup (which require sorting) and the
accumulation delay required for the formation of direct
trains. Suggests a number of heuristic methods to solve
the problem.
[KUl] KULLMAN, B.C.; 'A Model of Rail/Truck Competition in the Intercity
Freight Market.' Studies in Railroad Operations and
Economics, Vol. 15. Department of Civil Engineering, MIT
Report No. R74-35. (Dec. 1973)
investigates the modal choice decision of intercity freight
shippers. Relates inventory stockout costs and
unreliability to modal choice. Criticizes previous analytical
studies in this area and uses linear logit models to determine
the market share of each mode.
[LAl] LANG, A.S. and R.M. Reid; 'Railroad Car Movement Reliability:
A Preliminary Study of Line-Haul Operations.' Studies in
Railroad Operations and Economics, Vol. 1. Department of
Civil Engineering, MIT Report No. R70-74 (Oct. 1970).
contains an analysis of road train delays due to mechanical
failures and derailments classified by failure type and
possible causal factors -- train tonnage, track profile,
and train length. Data analysis shows the last factor is more
important. Distribution of car delays as a function of train
length is given.
[LA2] LANG, A.S. and C.D. Martland; 'Reliability in Railroad
Operations.' Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics,
Vol. 8. Department of Civil Engineering, MIT Report No.
R72-74 (Oct. 1972).
summarizes the research described in earlier reports [LA1],
[MA4j, [BE3], RE1], [FO1], and [F02]. Presents research
conclusions and policy recommendations.
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[LA3] LAW, C.E., D.C. Lach, and G.V. Jacquemain; 'Optimizing
Performance in an Automatic Freight Car Classification.'
CORS Journal, 2, 2, 83-93 (Dec. 1964)
describes a procedure for the control of car speeds by
retarders at a hump yard to ensure safe coupling thus
minimizing overspeed coupling damage.
[LE1] LE BLANC, L.J.; 'Global Solutions for a Nonconvex, Nonconcave
Rail Network Model.' Management Science, 23, 2, 131-139,
(Oct. 1976).
solves a network improvement problem where the coefficient
of shipping costs on each arc is lowered by improvements
at a known cost. The decision variables are the cost
coefficient and the flow of traffic for each arc. Shows
how such a nonconvex, nonconcave problem can be transformed
to a concave transshipment problem.
[LE2] LEDDON, C.D. and E. Wrathall; 'Scheduling Empty Freight Car
Fleets on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad.' pp. 154-
158 of [PR2].
describes the development and implementation of a 2-day
empty car distribution program using the linear programming
transshipment model. The method is applied to a fleet of
1500 cars resulting in higher utilization rates and
improved customer service.
[LE3] LEVIN, A.; 'Scheduling and Fleet Routing Models for
Transportation Systems.' Transportation Science, 5, 3,
232-255 (Aug. 1971).
contains a variety of routing and scheduling models for
general transportation systems formulated as 0-1 integer
linear programs. Suggests the solution technique of Land
and Doig for such programs.
[MA1] MANSFIELD, E. and H.H. Wein; 'A Model for the Location of a
Railroad Classification Yard.' Management Science, 4,
3, 292-313 (Apr. 1958).
describes a deterministic simulation model for the optimal
location of a new yard. The set of feasible sites, the
traffic flow, and the changes in classification policies
caused by the new location are inputs. Total costs of
accommodating traffic are computed for each site Cusing
analytic formulae) and the least expensive site is selected.
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[MA21 MANSFIELD, E. and H.H. Wein; 'Linear Decision Rules and Freight
Yard Operations.' Journal of Industrial Engineering, 9,
2, 93-98 (March-Apr. 1958).
uses an aggregate production smoothing approach for a yard
with quadratic cost functions for crew, overtime, and
backlog (unswitched cars) costs. The minimization of the
total cost function results in linear decision rules whereby
the number of cars switched and the crew needed on a
particular day are derived from forecasts of cars arriving
on successive days. Compares the results with actual
yard performance.
[MA3] MARTENS, A.; 'Mathematical Models for the Problems of Routing
Wagons between Marshalling Yards.' Bulletin of the
International Railway Congress Association, Cybernetics and
Electronics on the Railways, 4, 4, 145-155 (Apr. 1967).
formulates the problem of assigning blocks of traffic to
a given feasible set of operating trains. In a first
formulation blocks are assigned as indivisible units leading
to a 0-1 decision problem. In a second version this
restriction is relaxed and a mixed integer program results.
The problem of inhomogeneous empty wagon fleet distribution
is also treated as a special case.
[MA4] MARTLAND, C.D.; 'Rail Trip Time Reliability: Evaluation of
Performance Measures and Analysis of Trip Time Data.'
Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics, Vol. 2,
Department of Civil Engineering, MIT Report No. R72-37
(June 1972)
contains the following topics: the role of unreliability in
the inventory costs of a logistics system. Measures and
quantifiable definitions of reliability. Analysis of
Origin-Destination trip time data using trip distance,
number of intermediate yards, and unreliability as
regression variables. Conclusions on the role of reliability
in mean trip times.
[MA5] MATEJIC, V.; 'One Mathematical Model of Transport System
Development.' Rail International, 6, 11, 852-57 (Nov. 1975).
describes a very general model of acquiring transport capacity
for a multimodal transportation system with traffic
classes (distinguished according to maximum allowed travel
time) over a horizon of several years. In the most general
case this results in a convex program with convex
constraints.
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[MI1] MIKES, M.; 'Practical Use of Mathematical Methods in Railway
Management Problems.' pp. 293-295 of [PR1].
investigates the effect of sequencing trains of different
speed on the total occupation time of a section of line.
Formulates the problem as a linear integer program.
[MC1] MC GAUGHEY, R.S., K.W. Gohring, and R.N. McBrayer; 'Planning
Locomotive and Caboose Distribution.' Rail International,
4, 11/12, 1213-1218 (Nov.-Dec. 1973).
uses the Out-of-Kilter algorithm on a space-time network
of given train schedules to distribute locomotives and
cabooses and to develop cyclic operation plans for different
classes of motive power.
[MI] MISRA, S.C.; 'Waiting Lines in Railway Transportation.' Rail
International, 2, 8, 680-684 (Aug. 1971).
gives a tutorial account of queueing theory and its application
to a classification yard. Emphasizes the effect of
increasing facilities on reducing waiting times.
[MI2] MISRA, S.C.; 'Linear Programming of Empty Wagon Distribution.'
Rail International, 3, 3, 151-180 (March 1972).
gives an exposition of how linear programming and the
transportation method may be used to minimize empty wagon-hours
while balancing supply and demand for empty cars.
[M1] MORLOK, E.K., W. P. Pierskalla, and H.L. Vandersypen; 'Schedule
Planning and Timetable Construction for Suburban Railways.'
pp. 757-767 in [PR4].
approaches the suburban rail problem via a two-stage planning
process. First explores combinations of zones, express and
local service, number and size of trains resulting in the
selection of a train schedule plan. Then, the second stage
proceeds to construct the timetable using dynamic programming.
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[NA1] NADEL,R.H. and E.M. Rover; 'The Use of a Computer Simulation
Model for Classification Yard Design.' pp. 158-162
of [PR2].
describes the simulation model used at New York
Central System (NYC) for a large classification
yard. The model is in GPSSand moves a transaction
(a train or a cut) through the system's operations.
[NEl] NEMHAUSER,G.L.; 'Scheduling Local and Express Trains.'
Transportation Science, 3,2, 164-175 (May 1969).
considers a rail route where two kinds of services
are available to passengers: A nonstop express service
on the route and a local service which has intermediate
stops. Seeks a jointly optimal schedule of local
and express services to maximize revenues. Solves the
problem by means of an efficient Dynamic Programming
algorithm.
[NO1] NOTARI,M.; 'Application of Operational Research on the Railways,
etc.' Bulletin of the International Railway Congress
Association, 39,5, 729-810, (May 1962).
presents a survey of areas of application of Operations
Research to rail and a list of applications in major
national railways by country. One of a series of
such reports appearing periodically in the journal
cited above.
[PE1] PETERSEN,E.R.; 'Bulk Service Queues with Application to Train
Assembly Times.' Canadian Institute of Guided Ground
Transport, Queen's University at Kingston, Ontario.
Working Paper No. 71-2, (August,1971).
uses a queueing model for train assembly with Poisson
arrivals of cars(at a given rate) which are then pro-
cessed in batches of up to cars per train. The
service rate, i.e. the rate of train departures, is
also specified.
[PE2] PETERSEN,E.R.; 'Bulk Queues with Random Batch Size: With
Applications to Railroad Modelling.' ibid, Working
Paper No. 71-3, (Aug, 1971).
models the waiting time for pickup at a yard as a
bulk service queue with random batch size (since the
size of the block set on a train stopping at an
intermediate yard is a random variable). Assumes
Poisson arrival of railcars and an Erland distribution
of order k for train interarrivals. Studies the
effects of varying the train arrival pattern from
completely random (k=l) to completely regular (k-=).
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[PE3] PETERSEN,E.R.; 'Over-the-Road Transit Time for a Single Track
Railway.' Transportation Science, 8,1, 65-74, (Feb.,1974). -
determines the mean running time for train's operating
at different speeds in both directions over a single
track. Evaluates delays due to meets and overtakes
for a given priority, scheme and uniformly distributed
random train departure times.
[PE4] PETERSEN,E.R.; 'A Primal-Dual Traffic Assignment Algorithm.'
Management Science, 22,1, 87-95, (Sept., 1975).
describes an algorithm for traffic assignment on a
network with convex delay functions. This algorithm
is used as part of the Railcar Network Model [PE9].
[PE5] PETERSEN,E.R.; 'Railyard Modeling: Part I. Prediction of Put-
Through Time.' Transportation Science, 11,1, 37-49,
(Feb., 1977).
uses queueing models to analyze yard operations of
classification and train assembly as well as connection
delay for various types of railyards. Service rates
for such operations are obtained from [PE1]. The output
of the model is the distribution of put-through times
for traffic which is then compared to actual histo-
grams.
[PE6] PETERSEN,E.R.; 'Railyard Modeling: Part II. The Effect of
Yard Facilities on Congestion.' Transportation
Science, 11,1, 50-59, (Feb., 1977).
examines yard operations of classification and train
assembly based on a computation of yard switching
workload. The ratio of number of switches required
per cut entering the yard is derived for a yard with
a given number of tracks and multiple classification
engines and used to compute classification and assembly
times and rates.
[PE71 PETERSEN,E.R. and H.V. Fullerton; 'A Network Flow Model of the
Canadian Railway System.' pp. 611-620 of [PR4].
a description of the model detailed in [FUl] and
[PE9].
[PE8] PETERSEN,E.R. and H.V. Fullerton; 'An Optimizing Network Model
for the Canadian Railways.' Rail International, 4,11/12,
1187-1192, (Nov-Dec., 1973).
summarize the contents of Fullerton's paper [Ful].
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[PE9] PETERSEN,E.R. and H.V. Fullerton; editors 'The Railcar Network
Model.' Canadian Institute of Guided Ground Transport,
Queens University at Kingston, Ontario; CIGGT Report
No. 75-11, (June, 1975).
contains the results of the five-year project to provide
an analytical model for rail operations. Each chapter
is a previously published report. The topics include:
Over-the-road transit time on a single track [PE3] -
A Queueing Model of Railyards [PE5] - Railyard
Facilities and Congestion [PE6] - A Primal-Dual Traffic
Assignment Algorithm [PE4] - plus Computer codes for
these modules.
[PE10] PETERSEN,E.R., H.V.Fullerton, and J.E. Cloutier; 'Railcar Network
Model Feasibility Report.' School of Business, Queen's
University, Kingston, Ontario, (March 1971).
contains an early description of the Railcar Network
Model at its inception. See [PE9] for the final
version of the model.
[PI1] PIERICK,K. and K.D. Wiegand; 'Methodical Formulations for an
Optimation of Railway Long-Distance Passenger Transport.'
Rail International, 7,6, 328-334, (June,1976).
discusses a branch-and-bound procedure to solve a
network design problem involving the selection of
train routes on a given network. Uses 3 criteria:
a) shortest routes should be used; b) number of routes
should be minimized; and c) the number of passengers
with direct routes (no connections) should be maximized.
[PO1] POOLE,E.C.; Costs- A Tool for Railroad Management, Simmons
Boardman Publishing Co., New York (1962).
gives a detailed analysis of cost accounting procedures
for various parts of the rail system including freight,
hauling, way train, and fuel consumption costs.
[P02] POTTHOFF, G.; 'Mathematical Methods for Aiding Railway Operating
Technicians.' pp. 283-288 of [PR1] .
contains a general discussion of the use of mathematical
methods in different aspects of rail management.
[PR1] PROCEEDINGS of the Symposium on the use of Cybernetics on the
Railways. edited by the International Union of Railways,
Paris (Nov. 4-13, 1963)., published by International
Railway Congress Association, (I.R.C.A.), Brussels.
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[PR2] PROCEEDINGS of the Second International Symposium on the Use of
Cybernetics on the Railways. edited by the
International Union of Railways, (Paris) and Canadian
National Railways (Montreal). Montreal, Canada,
(Oct. 1-6, 1967).
[PR3] PROCEEDINGS of the Third International Symposium on Railway Cyber-
netics. published by the International Union of
Railways (Paris) and the Japanese National Railways.
Tokyo, Japan, (April 12-17, 1970).
[PR41 PROCEEDINGS of the International Conference on Transportation
Research; held in Bruges, Belgium (June, 1973), published
by Transportation Research Forum, Chicago, Illinois,(1974).
[RA1] RAILROAD Research Study Backgroud Papers; papers presented at the
Railroad Research Study conducted by the Transportation
Research Board of National Research Council, Woods Hole,
Mass., (June 30 - July 25, 1975). published by
Richard B. Cross Co., Oxford, Indiana.
contains a number of papers discussing research needs
for rail systems in the years to come.
[RA2] RAKOWSKI,J.P.(editor); 'Transportation Economics: A Guide to
Information Sources.' Economics Information Guide
Series:Vol. 5, Gale Research Co., Detroit (1976).
[RE1] REID, R.M., J.D. O'Doherty, J.M. Sussman, and A. Scheffer Lang;
'The Impact of Classification Yard Performance on
Rail Trip Time Reliability.' Studies in Railroad
Operations and Economics. Volume 4. Departement of
Civil Engineering, MIT Report No. R72-39, (June, 1972).
studies the causes of car delay in terminals and its
relationship to reliability and focuses on missed
connections as a major source of delay. Performs data
analysis to conclude that many missed cancellations
result from the cancellation of outbound trains.
Also studies car performance as a function of
scheduled and available yard times. Recommends a
modification in train cancellation policies.
[RE2] REVOL,B. and M. Gochet; 'Optimization of the Centralized
Management of Freight Traffic in Individual Wagons.
UIC - METRA Study.' Rail International, 4,9, 917-924,
(Sep., 1973).
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reports the result of a study of the potential of
Operations Research applications to freight management.
Describes models for various parts of the rail system
and their links using a mix of analytical and simulation
methods. Also tests the model in a 42 yard example.
[RI1] RICARD, M.J. and J. Quennet; 'Examples of the Application of the
Theory of Graphs to Railroad Operations.' pp.699-708
of Proceedings of the Second International Conference
on Operational Research, Wiley, New York, (1961),
(in French, English abstract).
extends the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm to deal with a
network problem with bundle constraints arising from
scheduling on a two-way traffic section with priority.
Also discusses engine scheduling to improve turn around
time.
[RI2] RICHTER,M.; 'The System of Optimization of Transport.Schedules
with the Use of Mathematical Methods and Electronic
Equipment for Assessing Transport Requirements;
Optimization of Distribution and Forwarding; Preparation
of Train Formation Diagrams.' pp. 143-148 of [PR2].
gives a description account of the problems listed in
the title of the paper and their interconnections as
operations to be optimized.
[RO1] ROSS,M; (editor) Operations Research, 1972, North Holland Publishing
Co. (1973) being the Proceedings of the Sixth IFORS
International Conference on Operations Research
(August 21-25, 1972).
contains the paper [SU3] and [SZ1].
[RS1] RSMA; (publisher) Simulation of Railroad Operations , Railway
Systems and Management Association. Chicago, (Oct.,1966).
contains a number of papers and discussions on the
application of simulation methods for railroads. In
particular, includes reports of the work done by the
Railroad Systems Rsearch Group (RSRG) at Battelle
Memorial Institute.
[SA1 SAHA,J.L.; 'On Some Problems in Railway Networks.' unpublished
Ph.D Thesis, Department of Operations Research, Case
Western Reserve University, (June, 1975).
considers passengers transport on a line of stations
leading to a Central Business District (CBD). Supposing
that the train stops at every station, gives a linear
programming formulation of train loading to maximize total
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number of passengers transported. Extends this
to K trains and proves the existence of integral
solutions. The problem is then solved by Dynamic
Programming. Next considers scheduling trains on the
line to minimize total carriage mileage extending
certain results of [SA2]. Also contains a heuristic
for solving a network design problem for rail.
[SA2] SALZBORN, F.J.M.; 'Timetables for A Suburban Rail Transit System.'
Transportation Science, 3,4, 297-316, (Nov., 1969)
develops timetables for a railway line without branches
from optimal stop schedules (which train stops at what
station). Uses two criteria for optimality: total number
of passenger stops and total carriage miles, both to
be minimized. Such optimal schedules are found by
dynamic programming.
[SA3] SALZBORN, F.J.M.; 'The Minimum Fleetsize for a Suburban Railway
System.' Transportation Science, 4,4, 383-402, (Nov.,1970).
develops a model for minimizing the number of railcars
needed for peak operations of a suburban railway system
of rays emanating from a central business district.
The model decides where to cut railcars back to the
center along their route by solving a 0-1 integer
program. A case study with 4 lines was performed
for the City of Adelaide (South Australia).
[SA4] SALZMAN,D.W. and R.B. Schoultz; 'General Organization of
Railway Traffic.' pp. 125-130 of [PR3].
describes the information system and car movement
control system developed by Missouri Pacific to deter-
mine a route and movement schedule for each car.
[SC1] SCHWIER,C., T.D. Ganton, and J.A. Macdonald; 'A User Analyst
Guide to the Extended Railcar Network Model.'
Canadian Institute of Guided Ground Transport, Queen's
University at Kingston, Ontario. CIGGT Report No. 7-6-3,
(May, 1976).
is a comparison volume to [PE9] providing instruction
for using the model described therein.
[SE1] SEEGER,F.; 'The Container Traffic as a Problem Affecting the
Goods Train Schedules.' Rail International, 2,2,
153-164, (Feb., 1971).
discusses the particular features of transporting
transcontainers on rail with attention to the
blocking and scheduling issues.
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[SH1] SHIELDS,C.B.; 'Models for Railroad Terminals.' IEEE Transactions
on Systems Science and Cybernetics, SSC-2, 2,
123-127, (Dec., 1966).
describes the work of Battelle Memorial Institute
in model-building for rail systems. Discusses, in
particular, a rail terminal simulation model
processing the traffic of incoming trains into
appropriate outbound trains. See also the
following paper:
[SH2] SHIELDS,C.B.; 'Models for Computer Scheduling of Railroad
Terminals.' IEEE International Convention Record,
14, part 6, 66-72, (1966).
[SH3] SHINOHARA,T.; 'Theory of Freight Yard Planning.' Bulletin
of the International Railway Congress Association,
40, 3, 161-172, (March, 1963).
provides equations on the average time required
by various operations on a car (sorting,
uncoupling, etc.) at a yard, Uses the measure
of converted car hours for total yard workload. Dis-
cusses various shipping options (one-yard or two-yard
pass trains,etc.) with respect to this measure.
[S01] SOTNIKOV,E.A.; 'Optimization of Prospective Planning of
Classification Yard Development.' Rail International,
5,5, 359-368, (May, 1974).
describes the mathematical modelling of yard operations
and the use of Monte-Carlo methods to derive a relation
for car detention at a yard as a function of the volume
of traffic flowing into that yard. Also formulates the
longer term problem of facilities improvement for a
yard over a given planning horizon.
[SR1] SR (Southern Railway); SIMTRAN: Preliminary User's Manual,
Southern Railway,Systems Department, Atlanta,Georgia,
(Oct., 1970).
familiarizes the user with the SIMTRAN network simulation
model developed at Southern Railway.
[ST1] STENASON,W.J. and R.A. Bardeen; 'Transportation Costs and their
Implications: An Empirical Study of Railway Costs in
Canada.' pp. 121-138 of Transportation Economics,
Columbia University Press, New York, (1965).
discusses the traditional way of railway cost accounting
and a new method of evaluating costs for various rail opera-
tions.
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[SUll SURMONT,J.; 'Operational Research Enables the Roster's to
be optimized.' Bulletin of the International Railway
Congress Association, Cybernetics and Electronics on
the Railway, 2,8-9, 329-343, (August-September,1965).
deals with the problem of planning train movements so
as to balance the costs of deadheading and costs attached
to fleet size. Formulates this as a minimum cost
circulation problem subject to certain inspection
and operational constraints. The Out-of-Kilter method
is then applied to the resulting space-time network.
[SUl] SUSSMAN,J.M.,C.D. Martland, and A.S. Lang; 'Reliability in Railroad
Operations: Executive Summary. Studies in Railroad
Operations and Economics, Volume 9, Department of
Civil Engineering, MIT Report No. R73-4, (Dec.,1972).
provides a summary account of [LA2].
[SU2] SUSSMAN,J.M. and C.D. Martland; 'Improving Railroad Reliability:
A Case Study of the Southern Railway. Executive Summary.'
Studies in Railroad Operations and Economics, Volume 11.
Department of Civil Engineering, MIT Report No. R74-69,
(March, 1974).
summarizes the results of a case study of the detection
of unreality and the recommendation, implementation,
and evaluation of procedures for improving reliability.
Results show greater reliability can be obtained without
increasing costs.
[SU31 SUZUKI,S.; 'A Method of Planning Yard Pass Trains on a General
Network.' pp. 353-361 of [RO1].
formulates the problem of scheduling by-pass (direct)
trains on a rail network as an integer program. Minimizes
the total transit time of cars accounting for the tradeoff
between speedier transport of bypass trains and increased
accumulation delay for cars making up such trains. Solves
a problem with 36 yards and 20,000 cars by a heuristic
add-drop method.
[SZ13 SZPIGEL,B.; 'Optimal Train Scheduling On a Single Track Railway.'
pp. 343-352 of [RO1].
considers the problem of arranging for meets and passes
on a single track line as analogous to scheduling jobs
on a set of machines (trains on track sections). Formulates
an integer program minimizing total travel time to be
solved by branch-and-bound. Largest problem solved
involves 5 track sections and 10 trains.
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[TH1] THOMET, M.A.; 'A Combinatorial-Search Approach to the Freight
Scheduling Problem.' unpublished Ph.D dissertation,
Department of Electrical Engineering, Carnegie-Mellon
University, (Aug., 1971).
presents an optimization model for freight routing
which considers both railroad operating costs (motive
units, classification, etc.) and shippers cost. Starting
with a large set of possible trains, one for each origin-
destination pair of nonzero demand, a heuristic algorithm
cancels trains by a greatest savings criterion to arrive
at a satisfactory set of trains accomodating the demand.
Provides documentation and coding of the optimization
procedure.
[TH2] THOMET,M.A.; 'A User-Oriented Freight Railroad Operating Policy.'
IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics,
SMC-1, 4, 349-356, (Oct., 1971).
gives a summary of the model detailed in [TH1].
[TO1] TOUNGE,J.; 'Automatic Allocation of Locomotives on the SNCF.'
pp. 179-182 of [PR3].
contains a method developed by the French railways
(SNCF) to assign tractive units (locomotives) to trains.
The objectives are to minimize locomotive fleet size
and the number of light runs. The procedure is based
on the Hungarian method for solving assignment problems.
[TR1] TROUP,K.F.III; editor 'Railroad Classfication Yard Technology.
An Introductory Analysis of Functions and Operations.'
U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Railroad
Administration, Report No. FRA-OR & D-75-55, (May, 1975).
aims to provide a primer on railroad yards by describing
their basic operations and functions. Also contains a
discussion of present operating practices and the
problems yards face. Contains an extensive bibliography.
[TR2] TRUSKOLASKI,A.; 'Application of Digital Computer to the Optimization
of Freight Train Formation Plans.' Bulletin of the
International Railway Congress Association, Cybernetics
and Electronics on the Railways, 5,5, 211-226, (May, 1968)
considers the train formation problem as balancing accumu-
lation and classification delays. Given routes for traffic
flows the problem is to determine the flow creating direct
train services and an optimal classification policy for
the remaining flows.A heuristic search algorithm proceeds se-
quentially to determine the direct trains and the inter-
mediate classification yards.
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[TR3] TRUSKOLASKI,A.; 'Comments on the Use of Optimization Techniques
in Planning Freight Transport Operations.' Rail
International, 4, 11/12, 1219-1223 , (Nov-Dec.,1973).
describes a planning system which uses a mix of
mathematical programming, simulation, heuristic, and
manual techniques to plan the gamut of rail operations.
The system was developed for the Polish State Railways.
[TR4] TRUSKOLASKI,A. and W. Grabowski; 'Mathematical Model of Empty-
Wagon Distribution in n-day Planning Conditions.'
pp. 104-108 of [PR1].
formulates the problem of empty car rolling stock
distribution over a planning horizon of n days. The
result is a linear program of transshipment type whose
cost structure can be modified to penalize overdue de-
liveries and take priorities into account.
[TS1] TSC (Transportation Systems Center); 'Data Specifications for Models
used in MIR Analysis.' (internal document).
describes the basic structure, data specifications,
and comparibility of the following rail models: FRA
Network Model and Path Analyzer; SRI Blocking and Train
Statistics Programs; SRI Yard Activity Program; PMM
(Peat Marwick & Mitchell) Train Dispatching simulator
and Parametric Analysis Program; TSC Cost Model.
[UR1] URABE,S.I.; 'Operations Research Activities on the Japanese
National Railways.' pp. 359-362 of [HE7].
contains a brief discussion of three examples of
Operations Research applied to railways: (1) A
simulation model of a commuter transport system.
(2) A regression model estimating the number of accidents
per station for prevention studies. (3) A procurement/
distribution model for locomotive fuel.
[VA1] VAN REES,J.W.; 'A Study of Rolling Stock Circulation.'
Bulletin of the International Railway Congress
Association, Cybernetics and Electronics on the
Railways, 3j 12, 566-573, (Dec.,1966).
uses the Out-of-Kilter method to find a schedule
of arrivals and departures which minimizes the
vehicle-kilometers accumulated by empty trips.
[VU1] VUHIC, V.R. and G.F. Newell; 'Rapid Transit Interstation Spacings
for Minimum Travel Time.' Transportation Science, 2,4,
303-339, (Nov., 1968).
considers the problem of determining the numbers and
locations of stations on a line emanating from a central
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terminus. The input data includes passenger distribution
along the line and the the objective is to minimize total
passenger travel time. The optimal locations are obtained
by dynamic programming and satisfy a set of simultaneous
difference equations.
(WH1] WHITE,W.W. and A.M. Bomberault; 'A Network Algorithm for Empty
Freight Car Allocation.' IBM Systems Journal , 8,2,
147-169, (1969).
models the empty car distribution (balancing) problem
as a transshipment problem on a space-time network.
For a homogeneous fleet of empty cars, the Out-of-Kilter
algorithm is suitably specialized to solve the problem
efficiently.
[WIl] WiEGAND, K.D.; 'Methods for the Optimization of the Regular
and Special Transport in Long-Distance Goods Traffic.'
Rail International, 8, 3, 146-156, (March, 1977).
provides the model to decide upon the mix of regular
and special trains to meet demand over a given planning
horizon. A search over the regular trains fleetsize
is performed to minimize a simple objective function.
Also discusses the dispatching of such trains in time.
[WI2] WILSON,P.B.; 'Operations Research in North American Railroading.'
pp. 327-338 of [HE7].
gives an account of the institutional problems in the
way of applying! Qperations Research to rail systems.
Discusses modeling approaches in the areas of classifi-
cation yards, line haul operations, and equipment allocation
and distribution.
[WI3] WILSON,P.B. and C.J. Hudson; 'Simulation of Over-the-Road Operations.'
pp. 142-149 of [PR1].
describes two simulation models used by Canadian
National Railways (CNR): 1) The Train Performance Calculation
(TPC) which simulates train movement taking account of its
length, horsepower, speed, etc. but neglecting interference
by other trains. 2) The Single Track Capacity Analyzer
(STCA) which simulates a dispatcher in arranging for
meets between interfering trains.
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[WI4] WILSON, P.B. and C.J. Hudson; 'Development Validation and Application
of the CN Network Model.' pp. 61-65 of [PR3].
describes the structure of the CN Network Model which
incorporates line haul and yard operations (with
limited yard resources). A test case of 5 yards was
modeled as a network of 41 nodes and 38 links with
100 trains per day. Model and actual results were
in good agreement.
[WI5] WILSON, P.B. and D.C. Lach; 'Computer Simulation Developments
in Canadian National Railways.' pp. 176-182 of
[PR2].
contains an update of [WI3] describing an extension
and replacement of STCA called SIMTRAC for dispatching
trains over single track lines for a period of up to
10 days. Also describes a siding-to-siding simulation
of loaded car moves used for analyzing the service
time variability (i.e. reliability).
[Wyl] WYRZYKOWSKI,W.; 'The Circulation of Empty Wagons in Railway
Networks.' Bulletin of the International Railway
Congress Association, 38, 2, 79-128, (Feb., 1961).
presents a detailed discussion of the empty car
distribution problem with emphasis on implementation
issues as experienced by the Polish State Railways.
Represents the problem as a space-time network.
[YAl] YABE,M.; 'A Glimpse of the History and Activities of Operational
Research on Japanese National Railways and a Case
Study by the Author.' Journal of Operations Research
Society of Japan, 10, 1-2, 27-65, (Oct., 1967).
reviews the history and applications of Operations Research
in Rail systems with a list of related publications.
Also discusses the problem of locating a railway workshop.
[YO1] YOUNG,D.R.; 'Scheduling a Fixed Schedule,Common Carrier Passenger
Transportation System.' Transportation Science, 4,3,
243-269, (Aug., 1970).
develops timetables by maximizing an objective function
based on operating costs, revenues, and travelers benefits
(computed from a model specifying traveler's willingness
to pay). A dynamic programming algorithm develops time-
tables for each vehicle in the system.
